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We show that the unboundedness of the ranks of the quadratic

twists of an elliptic curve is equivalent to the divergence of cer-

tain infinite series.

1. INTRODUCTIONIn this paper we reformulate the question of whetherthe ranks of the quadratic twists of an elliptic curveover Q are bounded, into the question of whethercertain in�nite series converge. Our results were in-spired by ideas in [Gouvêa and Mazur 1991].Fix integers a; b; c such that the polynomialf(x) = x3 + ax2 + bx+ chas 3 distinct complex roots, and letE be the ellipticcurve y2 = f(x). For D 2 Z � f0g, let E(D) be theelliptic curve Dy2 = f(x).For every rational number x which is not a rootof f(x), there are a unique squarefree integer D andrational number y such that (x; y) 2 E(D)(Q ). Forall but �nitely many x, the point (x; y) has in�niteorder on the elliptic curve E(D). Gouvêa and Mazur[1991] counted the number of D that occur this wayas x varies, and thereby obtained lower bounds forthe number of D in a given range for which E(D)(Q )has positive rank.Building on their idea, in this paper we keep tracknot only of the number of D which occur, but alsohow often eachD occurs. The philosophy is that thegreater the rank of E(D), the more often D shouldoccur, i.e., curves of high rank should \rise to thetop". By implementing our approach, Rogers [2000]found a curve of rank 6 in the family Dy2 = x3� x.LetF (u; v) = v(u3 + au2v + buv2 + cv3) = v4f(u=v);
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and	 = f(u; v) 2 Z 2 : gcd(u; v) = 1 and F (u; v) 6= 0g:We de�ne three families of in�nite series as follows.If n 2 Q �, let s(n) denote the squarefree partof n, i.e., s(n) is the unique squarefree integer suchthat n = s(n)m2 with m 2 Q . Note thats(f(u=v)) = s(F (u; v))for all u; v 2 Z such that F (u; v) 6= 0. If � is anon-zero rational number, and � = u=v with u andv relatively prime integers, de�neh(�) = maxf1; log juj; log jvjg:For non-negative real numbers j and k de�ne thein�nite sumsSE(j; k) = X(u;v)2	 1js(F (u; v))jkh(u=v)j ;
RE(j; k) = 1Xt=1 X(u;v)2	t2jF (u;v)

t2kjF (u; v)jkh(u=v)j :
Further, if d is a positive integer, let
d = f� 2 Z =d2Z : f(�) � 0 (mod d2)g:If d and d0 are positive integers and � 2 
d, let!�;d;d0 be a shortest non-zero vector in the latticeL�;d;d0 = f(u; v) 2 Z 2 : u � �v (mod d2)and v � 0 (mod d02)g:(In general there will be more than one shortest vec-tor; just choose one of them.) De�neQE(j; k) = 1Xd;d0=1gcd(d;d0)=1

(dd0)2kmax(1; log(dd0))j X�2
d!�;d;d02	k!�;d;d0k�4k:Our main result is the following, which will beproved in Sections 2{4.
Theorem 1.1. If j is a positive real number , then thefollowing conditions are equivalent :
(a) rankZE(D)(Q ) < 2j for every D 2 Z � f0g.
(b) SE(j; k) converges for some k � 1.
(c) SE(j; k) converges for every k � 1.
(d) RE(j; k) converges for some k � 1.
(e) RE(j; k) converges for every k � 1.
(f) QE(j; k) converges for some k � 1.
(g) QE(j; k) converges for every k � 1.

It follows from Theorem 1.1 that for many ellipticcurves E and for small values of j, SE(j; k), RE(j; k),and QE(j; k) diverge for all real numbers k.
Example 1.2. Consider the case f(x) = x3 � x. Here,F (u; v) = uv(u + v)(u � v). If gcd(u; v) = 1 andF (u; v) 6= 0, thens(F (u; v)) = s(u)s(v)s(u+ v)s(u� v)=m;with m = 1 or 4. The family of quadratic twistsDy2 = x3 � x has been extensively studied.Ranks in families of twists of elliptic curves have alsobeen studied by Heegner [1952], Kramarz [1986],Satg�e [1987], Zagier and Kramarz [1987], Gouvêaand Mazur [1991], Heath-Brown [1993; 1994], Stew-art and Top [1995], and Mestre [1992; 1998], amongothers.
2. RELATING SE(j, k) TO TWISTS OF EIf A is an elliptic curve over Q , let ĥA : A( �Q )! R �0denote the canonical height function on A( �Q ). Weabbreviate ĥD = ĥE(D) for squarefree integers D.If X � R , de�neTE(j; k;X) = XD2Z�0D squarefreejDj�k

XP2E(D)(Q )�E(D)(Q )torsx(P )2X ĥD(P )�j
where x(P ) is the x-coordinate of P , and de�neSE(j; k;X) = X(u;v)2	;u=v2X 1��s(F (u; v))��kh(u=v)j ;RE(j; k;X) = 1Xt=1 X(u;v)2	u=v2X;t2jF (u;v)

t2k��F (u; v)��kh(u=v)j :
Then SE(j; k; R ) = SE(j; k);RE(j; k; R ) = RE(j; k);as de�ned in Section 1. Let TE(j; k) = TE(j; k; R ).If X � R , de�ne�D;X = f(u; v) 2 	 : u=v 2 X; v > 0;and s(F (u; v) = D)g: (2–1)If A is an elliptic curve over Q , let AN denote theN -torsion on A. The following fact is easily proved:
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Lemma 2.1. If D is a squarefree integer and X � R ,then the map'D(u; v) = �uv ;pF (u; v)=Dv2 �
de�nes a bijection'D : �D;X!fP2E(D)(Q )�E(D)2 (Q ) :x(P )2Xg=�1:
Proposition 2.2. If j; k � 0 and X � R , then theconvergence of TE(j; k;X) is equivalent to the con-vergence of SE(j; k;X).
Proof. We haveSE(j; k;X) = X(u;v)2	u=v2X

��s(F (u; v))���kh(u=v)�j
= 2 XD squarefreejDj�k X(u;v)2�D;Xh(u=v)�j :By Lemma 2.1,TE(j; k;X) = 2 XD squarefreejDj�k X(u;v)2�D;X'D(u;v)=2E(D)(Q )torsĥD('D(u; v))�j :

For (x; y) 2 E(D)(Q ) we haveĥD(x; y) = ĥE(x;pDy);see [Silverman 1986, hint in Exercise 8.17, p. 239].For (x; y) 2 E( �Q ) with x 2 Q ,��ĥE(x; y)� 12h(x)��is bounded independently of x and y; see [Silverman1986, Theorem VIII.9.3(e)]. Therefore there is aconstant C (independent of u, v, D, and X) suchthat for (u; v) 2 �D;X ,��ĥD('D(u; v))� 12h(u=v)�� � C:Except for �nitely many rational numbers u=v, wehave 14h(u=v) > C. Therefore if either juj or jvj issu�ciently large, then14h(u=v) � ĥD('D(u; v)) � h(u=v): (2–2)Thus the convergence or divergence of SE(j; k;X) isequivalent to that of TE(j; k;X). �If A is an elliptic curve de�ned over R , let A(R )0denote the connected component of the identity inA(R ).
Lemma 2.3. Suppose A is an elliptic curve over R ,P1; : : : ; Pr 2 A(R )0 are Z -linearly independent in

A(R )=A(R )tors, and U is an open subset of A(R )0.ThenlimB!1 #f(n1; : : : ; nr) 2 Z r : jnij � B; PniPi 2 Ug(2B + 1)r = �(U);where � is a Haar measure on A(R )0 normalized sothat �(A(R )0) = 1.
Proof. Let hzi = z�bzc 2 [0; 1) denote the fractionalpart of a real number z. By [Koksma 1974, Satz 10,p. 93], if �1, . . . , �r 2 R are Z -linearly independentin R =Q and 0 � a � b � 1, then the limit as B !1of#f(n1; : : : ; nr) 2 Z r : jnij � B; a < hPni�ii < bg(2B + 1)requals b�a. Since A(R )0 �= R =Z , the lemma followseasily. �If A is an elliptic curve over Q , lethminA = minP2A(Q )ĥA(P )6=0 ĥA(P ) > 0:
Proposition 2.4. Suppose A is an elliptic curve over Qand j is a positive real number . Let r= rankZA(Q ).
1. If r � 2j and U is a nonempty open subset ofA(R )0, then XP2(A(Q )�A(Q )tors)\U ĥA(P )�jdiverges .
2. If r < 2j, then there exists a constant Cj depend-ing only on j (and independent of A) such thatXP2A(Q )�A(Q )tors ĥA(P )�j � #A(Q )tors(hminA )�jCj :
Proof. Suppose P1; : : : ; Pr is a Z -basis ofA(Q ) \A(R )0modulo torsion. The canonical height function ĥA isa quadratic form on the lattice A(Q )=A(Q )tors, andXP2A(Q )�A(Q )tors ĥA(P )�j � 1Xn1;���;nr=�1 ĥ(XniPi)�j:By the theory of Epstein zeta functions, the lattersum diverges if 2j � r. Using Lemma 2.3 it is nowstraightforward to deduce (i).By [Terras 1988, IV.4.4, Proposition 1(c)], thereexist a positive constant Kr depending only on r,
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and a Z -basis P1; : : : ; Pr for A(Q )=A(Q )tors, suchthat for all (n1; : : : ; nr) 2 Z r,
ĥA( rXi=1 niPi) � Kr rXi=1 n2i ĥA(Pi) � KrhminA rXi=1 n2i :Let Er(j) =P06=!2Zr k!k�2j . ThenXP2A(Q )�A(Q )torŝhA(P )�j� #A(Q )tors X06=!2Zr(hminA )�jK�jr k!k�2j

= #A(Q )tors(hminA )�jK�jr Er(j):The Epstein zeta function Er(j) converges if r < 2j;see [Terras 1985, I.1.4]. Thus assertion (ii) is truewith Cj = maxr<2j(K�jr Er(j)). �
Remark 2.5. Proposition 2.4(ii) remains true, withthe same proof, when Q is replaced by a number�eld. Proposition 2.4(i) remains true, with the sameproof, when Q is replaced by a number �eld with areal embedding, or when Q is replaced by an arbi-trary number �eld and U is replaced by A(C ).
Definition 2.6. Write emax and emin for the largestand smallest real root of f , respectively. We saythat X is broad if X is an open subset of R whichhas nontrivial intersection with both of the intervals(emax;1) and (�1; emin).
Theorem 2.7. If j is a positive real number , then thefollowing are equivalent :(a) rankZE(D)(Q ) < 2j for every D 2 Z � f0g,(b) SE(j; k;X) converges for some k � 1 and somebroad X,(c) SE(j; k) converges for every k � 1.
Proof. Fix a positive real number j. Clearly, (c) =)(b), by taking X = R .If SE(j; k;X) converges for some k � 1, and somebroad X, then by Proposition 2.2, TE(j; k;X) con-verges as well. In particular for every squarefree Dthe inner sum XP2E(D)(Q )�E(D)(Q )torsx(P )2X ĥD(P )�j
converges. Since X is broad, the setU = fP 2 E(D)(R ) : x(P ) 2 Xg \ E(D)(R )0

is nonempty. Proposition 2.4(i) now shows thatrankZE(D)(Q ) < 2j. This proves that (b) =) (a).Now suppose that rankZE(D)(Q ) < 2j for everyD 2 Z � f0g. LethminD = hminE(D) = minP2E(D)(Q )ĥE(D)(P )6=0 ĥE(D)(P ):
By Mazur's Theorem [Mazur 1977], #E(D)(Q )tors �16. By Proposition 2.4(ii),XP2E(D)(Q )�E(D)(Q )tors ĥD(P )�j � 16(hminD )�jCj :
ThereforeTE(j; k) � 16Cj XD2Z�0D squarefree jDj�k(hminD )�j :
It follows from [Silverman 1986, Exercise 8.17c onp. 239] that there exists D0 > 1, depending on E,such that hminD > 112 log jDj if jDj > D0:Thus, for a new constant C 0j,TE(j; k) � C 0j� XjDj�D0D squarefreejDj�k(hminD )�j

+XD>1 jDj�k(log jDj)�j�:It follows that TE(j; k) converges if k > 1, or if k = 1and j > 1. There exists a D such thatrankZE(D)(Q ) � 2(by [Mestre 1992] when the j-invariant of E is not0 or 1728; however, Mestre says he shows this ingeneral in unpublished work). Therefore j > 1, soTE(j; k) converges. By Proposition 2.2, SE(j; k) con-verges. Therefore, (a) =) (c). �
3. RELATING RE(j, k) AND SE(j, k)

Proposition 3.1. If k > 12 , j � 0, and X � R , then:(i) SE(j; k;X) � RE(j; k;X) � �(2k)SE(j; k;X).(ii) RE(j; k;X) converges if and only if SE(j; k;X)converges .
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Proof. We haveSE(j; k;X) = X(u;v)2	;u=v2X��s(F (u; v))���kh(u=v)�j� 1Xt=1 X(u;v)2	u=v2X;t2jF (u;v)t2k
��F (u; v)���kh(u=v)�j

= RE(j; k;X)� 1Xn=1 X(u;v)2	u=v2X n�2k
��s(F (u; v))���kh(u=v)�j

= �(2k)SE(j; k;X);since k > 12 . This is (i), and part (ii) follows imme-diately. �
Corollary 3.2. If j is a positive real number , then thefollowing are equivalent :(a) rankZE(D)(Q ) < 2j for every D 2 Z � f0g,(b) RE(j; k;X) converges for some k � 1 and somebroad X,(c) RE(j; k) converges for every k � 1.
Proof. This is immediate from Proposition 3.1 andTheorem 2.7. �
4. RELATING QE(j, k) AND RE(j, k)Let �(d) denote the number of prime divisors of d.LetS = f(�; d; d0) : d; d0 2 Z+; gcd(d; d0) = 1; � 2 
dg:
Lemma 4.1. Suppose (u; v) 2	, t 2 Z , and t2jF (u; v).Then there exists a unique triple (�; d; d0) 2 S suchthat (u; v) 2 L�;d;d0 and dd0 = t.
Proof. Note that F (u; v) = v(v3f(u=v)) and v3f(u=v)is an integer. Since u and v are relatively prime, soare v and v3f(u=v). Letd =pgcd(t2; v3f(u=v));d0 =pgcd(t2; v);� = uv0 (mod d2);where v0 is the inverse of v (mod d2). The proof isnow straightforward. �
Proposition 4.2. If k > 12 and j � 0, then QE(j; k)converges if and only if RE(j; k) converges .

Proof. It follows from Lemma 4.1 thatf(u; v) 2 	 : t2 j F (u; v)g = add0=tgcd(d;d0)=1
a�2
d	 \ L�;d;d0 :

(4–1)Hence if X � R we haveRE(j; k;X) = 1Xd;d0=1gcd(d;d0)=1(dd0)2k� X�2
d X(u;v)2	\L�;d;d0u=v2X
��F (u; v)���kh(u=v)�j : (4–2)

In the remainder of this proof, unless otherwisenoted (by a subscript denoting additional depen-dence on something else), \�" and \�" mean upto a multiplicative constant that depends only on F ,j, and k.Suppose (�; d; d0) 2 S and !�;d;d0 2 	. Then!�;d;d0 contributes to one of the terms in (4{2) whenX=R . Since F has degree 4, jF (!�;d;d0)j�k!�;d;d0k4,so k!�;d;d0k�4k � jF (!�;d;d0)j�k. Since the latticeL�;d;d0 has area (dd0)2, Minkowski's Theorem im-plies that k!�;d;d0k � dd0, so log(dd0)�j � h(u=v)�jwhere !�;d;d0=(u; v). Therefore QE(j; k)�RE(j; k),so if RE(j; k) converges then QE(j; k) converges.Conversely, suppose QE(j; k) converges. We willshow that for some broad X, RE(j; k;X) converges.Then by Corollary 3.2, RE(j; k) converges as well.LetX be a broad bounded subset of R such that fis nonzero on the closure ofX (for example, we couldtake X = (emin � 2; emin � 1) [ (emax + 1; emax + 2)).Then on X, jf j �X 1. Therefore if u=v 2 X, thenjF (u; v)j = jv4f(u=v)j �X jvj4 �X juj4;the �nal inequality because X is bounded. It followsthat if u=v 2 X thenjF (u; v)j �X k(u; v)k4: (4–3)If (u; v) 2 L�;d;d0 then (dd0)2 divides F (u; v); iffurther F (u; v) 6= 0, then(dd0)2 � jF (u; v)j � max(juj; jvj)4: (4–4)Thus h(u=v)�max(1; log(dd0)). By (4{2) and (4{3)we have RE(j; k;X)�X R1 +R2, whereR1= 1Xd;d0=1gcd(d;d0)=1
X�2
d!�;d;d02	

(dd0)2kmax(1; log dd0)j X!2L�;d;d0! 6=0 k!k�4k;
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andR2 = 1Xd;d0=1 X�2
d!�;d;d0 =2	
(dd0)2kmax(1; log(dd0))j X!2	\L�;d;d0k!k�4k:Exactly as in the proof of Proposition 2.4(ii), thetheory of Epstein zeta functions shows that there isan absolute constant C such thatX!2L�;d;d0! 6=0 k!k�4k � Ck!�;d;d0k�4k:

Therefore R1 � CQE(j; k), so R1 converges.It remains to show that R2 converges. (Note thatthe terms in R2 have no counterparts in QE(j; k).)Fix positive integers d and d0 and � 2 
d such that!�;d;d0 =2 	. Let t = dd0 and let !0 be a shortestvector in L�;d;d0 � Z!�;d;d0 . Then f!�;d;d0 ; !0g is abasis of L�;d;d0 ,k!�;d;d0k k!0k � Area(L�;d;d0) = t2;and k!�;d;d0k � pArea (L�;d;d0) = t: (4–5)One can check that for every m;n 2 Z ,km!�;d;d0 + n!0k2 � 12 �m2k!�;d;d0k2 + n2k!0k2� :Clearly 	 \ L�;d;d0 � L�;d;d0 � Z!�;d;d0 , soX!2	\L�;d;d0 k!k�4k� 2 1Xn=1 1Xm=�1 km!�;d;d0 + n!0k�4k
� 1Xn=1 1Xm=0(m2k!�;d;d0k2 + n2t4k!�;d;d0k�2)�2k
� t�4k;where the last inequality follows from (4{5) and acomputation of the corresponding integral. ThusR2 � 1Xd;d0=1 X�2
d (dd0)�2kmax(1; log(dd0))j

� 1Xd=1 3�(d)d2k 1Xd0=1 1d02k ;since #(
d) � 3�(d). It is easy to see that 3�(d) �"d" for every " > 0. Therefore these sums converge,if k > 12 . This completes the proof. �

Corollary 4.3. If j is a positive real number , then thefollowing are equivalent :(a) rankZE(D)(Q ) < 2j for every D 2 Z � f0g,(b) QE(j; k) converges for some k � 1,(c) QE(j; k) converges for every k � 1.
Proof. This is immediate from Proposition 4.2 andCorollary 3.2. �Theorem 1.1 is now immediate from Theorem 2.7and Corollaries 3.2 and 4.3.
5. ADDITIONAL REMARKS

Remark 5.1. As in (4{4) and (4{5), each !�;d;d0 liesin an annulus At of inner radius C1pt and outer ra-dius C2t, with positive constants C1 and C2 depend-ing only on F . If the lattices L�;d;d0 were \random"lattices of area t2 (with F (!�;d;d0) 6= 0) then onecan compute that for large t, the expected value oft2kk!�;d;d0k4k in the annulus At would be 1C4k�21 C22 (2k�1)t .If we replace the corresponding terms of QE(j; k)with this expected value, we obtain a \heuristic up-per bound" for QE(j; k) of
O� 1C4k1 (2k � 1) 1Xt=1 1t logj�3(t)�: (5–1)

Here we have used that the number of (�; d; d0) 2 Swith dd0 = t is O(4�(t)), andX1�t�x 4�(t) = O �x log3(x)� :
The heuristic upper bound (5{1) correctly capturesthe fact that the divergence of QE(j; k) is indepen-dent of k. On the other hand, the heuristic upperbound does not correctly predict the divergence ofQE(j; k). Note that (5{1) converges if and only ifj > 4. However, it cannot be the case that QE(j; k)converges for all E and all j > 4, by Theorem 1.1and the existence of elliptic curves over Q of rankgreater than 8.
Remark 5.2. Another way of studying the \random-ness" of the lattices L�;d;d0 or their shortest vec-tors !�;d;d0 is as follows. For every (�; d; d0) 2 S,choose a random point z�;d;d0 in the annulus Add0 . IfB;C 2 R + de�neSB;C = �(�; d; d0) 2 S : dd0 < B; kz�;d;d0k � Cpdd0	:
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It is straightforward to compute that for �xed C andlarge B,the expected value of #SB;C is O(log4(B)). (5–2)Now suppose that E and D are �xed and thatE(D)(Q ) has rank r. Fix r independent points P1,. . . , Pr in E(D)(Q ) \ E(D)(R )0, and letc = �Xi qĥE(D)(Pi)�2:As in the proof of Proposition 4.2, �x a broadbounded subset X of R such that f is nonzero onthe closure of X, and for B 2 R + de�neMB = � rXi=1 niPi : ni 2 Z ; jnij <plog(B)=2c�\ fP 2 E(D)(Q ) : x(P ) 2 Xg:Suppose P is a non-zero point in MB. ThenĥD(P ) � log(B)=2: (5–3)Write x(P ) = u=v in lowest terms. By Lemma2.1, F (u; v) 6= 0 and s(F (u; v)) = D. By Lemma4.1, there is a unique triple (�; d; d0) 2 S such that(u; v) 2 L�;d;d0 and D(dd0)2 = F (u; v). Exactly asin (4{3), we havek!�;d;d0k � k(u; v)k �X jF (u; v)j1=4 = jDj1=4pdd0;so k!�;d;d0k � C 0pdd0 (5–4)for some constant C 0 (depending only on F and X).Using (4{4), (2{2), (5{3), and Lemma 2.1 we havedd0 =pF (u; v)=D � max(juj; jvj)2 � B: (5–5)By Lemma 2.3,#MB �X logr=2(B): (5–6)It is not di�cult to check that the �bers of the mapfromMB to S all have order bounded by 6 times thenumber of divisors of D, and it follows from this,(5{4), (5{5), and (5{6) that#f(�; d; d0) 2 S : dd0 < B; k!�;d;d0k� C 0pdd0g �X logr=2(B): (5–7)Comparing (5{2) and (5{7) we conclude that if forat least one D we have rankZE(D)(Q ) > 8, then thevectors !�;d;d0 are not distributed randomly in theannuli Add0 .

Remark 5.3. The sum QE(j; k) is very sensitive to theterms where !�;d;d0 lies close to the inner edge of theannulus At.
Remark 5.4. The reason for introducing X in thesums is for the proof of Proposition 4.2 (see (4{3)).
Remark 5.5. By working a little harder in the proofs,one can show that Theorem 1.1 remains true if onereplaces QE(j; k) by a new sum where the condition!�;d;d0 2 	 in the de�nition of QE(j; k) is replacedby the condition F (!�;d;d0) 6= 0.
Remark 5.6. Suppose we replace the cubic polynomialf(x) by a polynomial of degree d � 5 (with distinctcomplex roots), and replace F (u; v) by vmf(u=v)where m is even and m � d. Then the resultinghyperelliptic curve has genus greater than one. Ca-poraso, Harris, and Mazur [Caporaso et al. 1995]conjectured that the number of rational points oncurves of genus greater than one is bounded by aconstant depending only on the genus of the curve.The conjecture of Caporaso{Harris{Mazur impliesthat the corresponding sums SE(j; k) and RE(j; k)converge for all k > 1 and j � 0, since, conjecturally,#�D;R is bounded by a constant that is independentof D, where �D;R is de�ned in equation (2{1).
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